December solstice
1 Make a list of 10 words that are connected with December.
2 Ask and answer the following questions with a partner.
1
2
3
4
5

When does winter begin in your country?
What are the other three seasons of the year?
What date is the shortest day where you live?
Are the days longer or shorter after this date?
What festivals do you celebrate in your country in December?

3 Now read the infograph about the December solstice and compare your answers.
4 Find words in the infograph that mean the following.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

to change the direction in which you are moving __________, __________
to move something so that one side is lower than the other __________
light and heat from the sun __________
a particular place __________
to do the same as another person __________
12 o’clock at night __________
things you give to someone as a present __________
a black substance used to make fires __________
containers that you fill with water to wash yourself in __________
a member of your family __________

5 Complete the following paragraph with words from the box. Now read the
infograph again to check your answers.
hemispheres

the Arctic Circle
the Antarctic Circle

the Equator

the Tropic of Capricorn

the Tropic of Cancer

(1) __________ is an imaginary line that goes round the Earth and divides it into the
northern and southern (2) __________. The line is between two other imaginary lines,
(3) __________ to the north and (4) __________to the south. This area is the hottest part
of the Earth. The coldest parts of the world are (5) __________, an imaginary line around
the South Pole, and (6) __________, an imaginary line around the North Pole.

6 Look at the celebrations section in the infograph again. Write the information
from the infograph in the correct column below.
Things that people do

Food that people eat or offer

7 Think of one tradition or festival that you and your family or friends celebrate.
Answer the following questions.
– What do you do?
– What food do you eat or offer as gifts?
– Tell a partner about your celebration.
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